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ABSTRACT: Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) is an important
component of atmospheric fine particles (PM2.5), while the key
factors controlling SOA formation in ambient air remain poorly
understood. In this work, the SOA formation in Beijing urban
ambient air was investigated using an oxidation flow reactor (OFR)
with high concentrations of OH radicals. The SOA formation
potential increased significantly with the increase of ambient PM2.5
concentration during the observation. The optimum ambient
exposure time, which is the aging time equivalent to atmospheric
oxidation (with similar OH exposure) associated with the peak
SOA formation, varied between 2 and 4 days in this study. The OA
enhancement in this study was much higher than that of developed
countries under different environmental conditions. The higher OA
enhancement is probably due to the higher concentrations of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the urban air of Beijing.
This might also have occurred because fragmentation did not dominate in the oxidation of OA, and did not result in negative OA
enhancement on highly polluted days compared to relatively clean days with similar exposure time. These results suggested that
under typical ambient conditions, high concentrations of VOC precursors might contribute to sustained organic aerosol growth
and long duration haze events in Beijing.

■ INTRODUCTION
Organic aerosols (OA) account for a considerable proportion
of ambient submicrometer aerosols in rural and urban areas,
and have been the least-characterized species of aerosols owing
to their diversity and complex atmospheric processes.1 In order
to comprehensively understand their impacts on human health,
climate and visibility, it is essential to characterize their
composition and source in detail.2 However, knowledge
about OA, including primary organic aerosols (POA) and
secondary organic aerosols (SOA), is still limited.3 POA are
mainly emitted into the atmosphere by anthropogenic sources,
whereas SOA are primarily generated from the oxidation of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) by atmospheric oxidants
and the further oxidation of POA.4−6 SOA have attracted
increasing attention since they are an important component of
fine particles (PM2.5) in urban atmospheres. For instance, it was
reported that OA account for 31−58% of the PM1 mass
concentration, of which 22−67% are SOA in urban Beijing.7−10

In addition, the contribution of SOA to OA is greater during
polluted days (63%) than clean days (35%) in Beijing.8 Thus,
knowledge on SOA formation from urban air would shed light
on further understanding its impacts on haze events.
Nowadays, studies on SOA formation are mainly performed

by laboratory simulation,11,12 field observation,13,14 and model
simulation.15,16 Although environmental chambers are widely
used to investigate SOA formation, the significant wall losses of
particles and semivolatile compounds in these chambers could
affect the accuracy of the experimental results tremen-
dously,17,18 especially over the long residence time (>1 day)
typically required for studies in the chamber. In addition, SOA
formation studies have mostly been performed under single
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VOC conditions.11,19 Therefore, the results obtained in the
chamber would not accurately reflect the SOA formation at
longer aging times in the atmosphere. In general, some models
can be used to predict SOA concentrations based on the
reported VOC oxidation mechanisms derived from laboratory
studies. However, the present models cannot predict SOA
formation accurately without adequate information on complex
mixed VOC oxidation reaction systems.15,20

To characterize SOA formation over a wide range of oxidant
exposures, the potential aerosol mass (PAM) reactor was
developed by Kang et al.21,22 The oxidation flow reactor (OFR)
is a type of PAM, which introduces higher oxidant
concentrations and OH exposure (up to 1012 molec.cm−3 s)
than typical chambers, while having a short residence time (tens
of seconds to a few minutes), and negligible wall losses. This
allows the equivalent of longer ambient exposure times (hours
to weeks) to be explored in both laboratory and field studies
with the OFR. The SOA formation potential, defined as the
maximum OA mass from the precursor gas oxidation process,
has attracted increasing attention.13,21−23 Recent studies show
that the SOA formation potential can be affected by oxidant
concentration, presence of seed particles, type of VOC
precursors, etc.12,22,24−27 However, most of these studies have
focused on laboratory experiments, and more field experiments
in complex environments (e.g., the urban atmosphere) are
needed to gain further understanding of SOA formation. In a
field study at a suburban site of Beijing, Chu et al.28 found that
local sources contributed more to SOA formation than air
transported over long distances. Tkacik et al.29 reported that
mobile sources contribute about 2.9 ± 1.6 Tg SOA yr−1 in
America, emphasizing the important contribution of SOA
derived from vehicle exhaust to the particulate matter mass
concentrations in urban areas, based on measurement of the
SOA formation potential in a highway tunnel in Pittsburgh, PA.
In the urban area of Los Angeles (LA), CA, field experimental
results showed that the optimum ambient exposure time was
0.8−6 days and that the SOA formation potential was higher at
night.13 These studies performed by OFR highlight the
significance of the OFR in the study of SOA formation.
However, few studies on the SOA formation potential of urban
air have been reported, especially for polluted cities in
developing countries.13 It is well-known that a large proportion
of VOCs in urban environments are derived from anthro-
pogenic emission sources, and would generate SOA with
exposure to ambient air. Therefore, field experiments were
carried out in this work to further understand the SOA
formation of urban ambient air in Beijing. The SOA formation
potential and related controlling factors of the urban air were
investigated using an OFR.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sampling Setup in RCEES. The experiments were carried

out during a 12-month period from August 2016 to August
2017 at a ground site located in the Research Center of Eco-
Environmental Sciences (RCEES), CAS in Haidian district,
Beijing, China. The station is 5 km northwest of the state-
controlled air sampling site next to the National Olympic
Sports Center, and could be considered as a typical urban
environment. The OFR was mounted close to the wall on the
second floor inside our laboratory, which is about 200 m away
from Shuangqing Road, with no significant point source
pollution nearby. The air sample injected into the OFR was
transported from the roof inside a 25 mm diameter Teflon tube

(20 m in length) by a vacuum pump. Although only 6.8 L/min
sample air was injected into the OFR, the flow rate of sample
ambient air in the Teflon tube was about 200 L/min, so the
residence time of air in the sample line was shortened to about
3 s to ensure minimal loss of the gas-phase pollutants. To some
extent, the vapor losses of in-organic gases like SO2 and NOx in
the sample tube can be considered negligible on the basis of
comparison between our study and data from the field
observation station in RCEES on the roof (see Supporting
Information (SI) Figure S1). On the other hand, there might be
significant inlet loss for low-volatility organic compounds
(LVOCs). Unfortunately, we are not able to quantify this loss,
which might cause an underestimation of the SOA formation
potential in this study. Particle losses would be expected to
occur in the nonconductive Teflon sample tube, but the effect
of particle loss on the SOA formation potential was speculated
to be slight and was not considered since this study focuses on
the SOA formation potential derived from VOC oxidation. We
admit the possibility of the loss of higher reactivity VOCs in our
inlet system and in the mixing tube, even though we did our
best to shorten the residence time of the air sample in the inlet.
Particle loss should be irrefutably significant since a Teflon
sampling tube was used. However, since we mainly focus on
SOA formation from VOC oxidation, we think particle loss is a
minor problem compared to gas pollutants with use of a bypass
reactor as a reference. Although particle losses could take place
in the sample tube, the SOA formation potential mainly derives
from the oxidation of VOCs. Therefore, particle losses should
have little effect on the SOA formation potential.

The OFR System. Following the design of the PAM reactor
introduced by Kang et al.,21,22 two steel cylinder reactors
constituting a twin-OFR were used to implement the
experiment, as shown in SI Figure S2. The volume of each
cylinder reactor is about 15 L, with a length of 50 cm and
diameter of 20 cm. Upstream of each reactor, a mixing tube
with length of 30 cm and diameter of 6 cm is fixed to
adequately mix inlet gases. The residence time of the air in the
mixing tube is about 6 s, and the tube is made of stainless steel
with FEP film coated on the inside surface. The inside walls of
the reactors are coated with Teflon FEP film to reduce wall
reactivity.28 Four UV lamps (ZW20S26W, Beijing Lighting
Research Institute, China) that mainly emit 254 nm light were
installed in each reactor. During the experiments, the lamps of
one reactor were turned on, and this reactor is referred to as the
active reactor; while the lamps of the other reactor were turned
off, and the reactor is referred to as the bypass reactor. In the
field observation experiment, the air flow was switched between
the two reactors every 30 min. Other than the lamps, the
conditions of the two reactors remained consistent, including
the temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH). Therefore,
the wall losses were considered to be similar in the active
reactor and bypass reactor. and did not have a significant effect
on the calculation of SOA formation. The circulating cooling
water (about 5 L/min) and zero air (about 2 L/min) constantly
flowed in the interlayer around the reactors and UV lamps,
respectively. The flow rates of the cooling water and zero air
were controlled by mass flow controllers (MFC) to maintain
the same temperature for the active and bypass reactors. T and
RH were measured by temperature and humidity sensor
probes, which were mounted near the outlet of the reactors.
During the whole observation, T and RH were maintained in
the specific ranges of 24−26 °C and 20−40%, respectively.
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Ambient air was mixed with humidified O3 before entering
the reactor. During field observation, the flow of O3 was
controlled at 1.2 L/min by a MFC, and was humidified by
passing through an ultrapure water bubbler before entering the
reactor. The inlet from OFR to AMS was dried by a diffusion
drying tube. The internal OFR lights were kept constant and
O3 was generated by a homemade ozone generator in a specific
concentration range by exposing the zero air to a 185 nm UV
light (GPH 150T5L/4 and GPH 287T5L/4, UV-TEC
Electronics Co., LTD, China). An exhaust pump and a MFC
controlled the total flow rate at about 7.8 L/min (i.e., the flow
rate of ambient air was about 6.6 L/min). The Reynolds
number was calculated to be less than 100; even so, the
residence time distribution of the oxidation flow reactor in this
study, based on the design of the PAM reactor, is closer to
Taylor dispersion flow rather than ideal laminar flow according
to Lambe30 and Huang.31 The direction of the total flow was
controlled by an electromagnetic valve that determined which

reactor the fluid would pass through. OH radicals were
generated by the photolysis of O3 initiated by 254 nm UV light
and subsequent reaction with H2O. Each month, methanol or
SO2 was added into the reactor to characterize the OH
exposure before the field observation experiments. In addition,
the OH exposure was calibrated from the online decay of
benzene and toluene monitored by a PTR-TOF-MS, following
the method introduced by Ortega.32 The OH exposure
estimated using benzene and toluene is shown in SI Figure
S3. The final photochemical age used in this study was the
average value of ages estimated from toluene and benzene.
The OH exposure is the integral of the OH radical

concentration over the average residence time in the reactor,
and the ambient exposure time represents the equivalent OH
exposure time in the ambient atmosphere, assuming the 24 h
average ambient OH radical concentration of 1.5 × 106

molecules cm−3.33 This value was used mainly due to

Figure 1. A typical time series of ambient aerosol (a), enhancement of OA (org), sulfate, nitrate and ammonium (b), three aromatic hydrocarbons in
the bypass reactor and the active reactor (c) in the field observation experiment. Enhancement of OA is defined as the OA concentration in the
active reactor minus that in the bypass reactor, OAactive − OAbypass, i.e., SOA formation, and similar definitions are made for the enhancement of
sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium.
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convenience of comparison with the literature. The OH
concentration in Beijing might be higher than this value.
Instruments. The nonrefractory submicrometer aerosol at

the reactor exit was quantitated by a high-resolution time-of-
flight aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-TOF-AMS).
The concentrations of organic species, sulfate, nitrate,
ammonium, and chloride, as well as the elemental composition
of the organic aerosol, were measured every 3 min. Data were
recorded as the 2 min average in “V mode” and 1 min average
in “W mode”. Every month, the ionization efficiency was
calibrated with 300 nm monodisperse, dried ammonium nitrate
particles. A scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS, TSI Inc.,
model 3082 with TSI 3776 CPC) was used to measure the PM1
mass concentration with 5 min resolution. The gas-phase
pollutants were measured by a set of gas monitors including a
NOx analyzer (42i, Thermo Fisher), SO2 analyzer (43i, Thermo
Fisher), CO analyzer (48i, Thermo Fisher) and O3 analyzer
(43i, Thermo Fisher). The PTR-TOF-MS was used to measure
the concentration of VOCs with 5 min resolution. Calibrations
for m-xylene, toluene and benzene were performed using
standard gas before and after each experiment. The relative
uncertainty for VOCs was estimated to be ±30%.
Comparison of the Results from Different Reactors. In

order to verify the feasibility of using the OFR for this study,
before the ambient observation experiment, SOA formation
from m-xylene oxidation was compared with the previously
reported results of another OFR. SI Figure S4 shows the results
of SOA yield as a function of ambient exposure time in the two
reactors. The experimental results reported by Lambe are very
similar to the results of our reactors, both showing that the
SOA yield first increased and then decreased as the ambient
exposure time increased.30 The maximum SOA yield of m-
xylene oxidation in this OFR (0.10 ± 0.05) was close to the
result of Lambe’s PAM (0.17 ± 0.08). The corresponding aging
time equivalent to the atmospheric condition when SOA
formation becomes maximized (hereafter referred to as the
optimum ambient exposure time) in this study (about 2−4
days) was also close to that in Lambe’s experiment (about 2−3
days). Thus, it is feasible to compare the SOA formation and
the subsequent aging process in our twin-OFR system to the
previous studies.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Time Variation of OA Enhancement and Correlation

with Other Pollutants. SOA formation from ambient air at
an urban site in Beijing was investigated in a 12-month period
from August 2016 to August 2017. Figure 1 shows a typical
variation trend of ambient aerosol, enhancement of OA and
inorganic aerosols, and three aromatic hydrocarbons in the
bypass reactor and the active reactor in 3 days of field
experiments. OA enhancement (defined as the OA concen-
tration difference between the active reactor and the bypass
reactor, that is, OAactive-OAbypass) showed a trend similar to
bypass OA and bypass VOCs. The bypass species, including
OA, nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, and three kinds of VOCs,
showed the same trend, increasing or decreasing simulta-
neously. In Figure 1(b), the enhancement of OA and sulfate
always remained positive, however, the nitrate was always
negative, and ammonium varied with the relative concen-
trations of nitrate and sulfate. We attribute the nitrate decrease
to the temperature gradient in the active reactor, in which high
temperature near the lamps and low temperature near the wall
(due to circulating cooling water) may cause more evaporation

and deposition on the wall. In order to identify the controlling
factors for the SOA formation potential, the correlations
between OA enhancement and some pollutants were further
analyzed as shown in SI Figure S5. Figure S5 shows that OA
enhancement and pollutants were positively correlated, with the
best correlation for CO (r2 = 0.66), suggesting that the increase
of OA enhancement was closely related to the gradually
elevated pollution level. The higher concentration of ambient
VOCs in elevated pollution might result in the increase of OA
enhancement. As shown in Figure 1, OA enhancement peaked
at 16:00 on July 9, 2017. The VOC concentrations measured in
the bypass reactor showed trends quite similar to OA
enhancement, indicating the key role of VOC concentration
in OA enhancement. The diurnal variations of OA enhance-
ment and bypass benzene concentration are presented in Figure
2. Overall, higher OA enhancement at night and lower OA

enhancement in daytime were observed, which is similar to the
results of the field experiment in LA. The OA enhancement and
bypass benzene seem to have the same diurnal variation. The
lowest OA enhancement was observed at about 15:00, when
the concentration of ozone reached its peak (SI Figure S6),
which was also when the bypass benzene reached the lowest
concentration, These results indicated the key role of ambient
photochemical reactions in OA enhancement, which is
consistent with a previous study showing higher OA enhance-
ment at night rather than during the day.13 The consumption of
VOCs by ambient photooxidation cut down on the OA
enhancement in the OFR significantly.

Effect of Ambient Exposure Time on OA Enhance-
ment. The ambient exposure time has been considered to be a
key factor in SOA formation in both laboratory and field
studies.13,25 In order to study the effects of OH exposure on
SOA formation, three controlled experiments on SOA
formation at different pollution levels were carried out on
March 18−21, 2017. The detailed experimental conditions and

Figure 2. Diurnal variation of OA enhancement (a) and bypass
benzene (b) in this study; red points: mean values of data groups;
boxes show 25−75% data range, whiskers show 5−95% data range.
Horizontal lines in boxes represent the median values of all data.
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results are shown in Table 1. Although the air was quite
polluted on all 3 days, there was a decreasing trend for the
pollution level from experiment nos. 1−3. These three
experiments were carried out when the meteorological
conditions and pollution level were relatively stable, in order
to maintain similar conditions during the experiment except for
the stepwise increasing OH exposure. During these experi-
ments, the ambient exposure time was changed by adjusting the
concentration of O3 in the OFR.
Figure 3 shows the variation of the enhancement of OA,

sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium as a function of ambient
exposure time. To reduce the effect of changing ambient
conditions, the enhancement values were normalized with the
observed CO concentrations. As the ambient exposure time
increased, the OA enhancement first showed an increasing
trend as the ambient exposure time increased to about 4 days
(i.e., the optimum ambient exposure time), and then decreased
as the ambient exposure time further increased. This change
trend was the same as that found in previous studies.12,13,23,29

Additional ambient exposure time decreased the SOA
formation, probably due to fragmentation becoming more
and more important relative to functionalization.27,29

SOA formation increased as the bypass PM2.5 concentration
(or the pollution level, which was obtained from the state-
controlled air observation site) increased (Figure 3). The
higher concentrations of VOC precursors under higher
pollution levels were oxidized and resulted in more SOA
formation or more OA enhancement. In addition, SOA
formation might become negative when the pollution level is
not so severe, as seen for experiment no. 3 in Figure 3, but it
stayed positive on more polluted days with similar or longer
ambient exposure time. It can be inferred that VOC precursors
can be oxidized to enter the regime where fragmentation
dominates with long exposure time, which caused the ambient
OA mass to decrease in the active reactor when lower VOC
concentrations existed under less polluted conditions. During
more polluted days, however, high concentrations of VOCs
caused ambient OA to be harder to oxidize into the

fractionation-dominant regime, and the ambient OA did not
show any negative enhancement even with long exposure time.
Table 2 shows the optimum ambient exposure time under

different environmental conditions, including LA urban, pine

forest and tunnel. The ambient exposure time with the
maximum SOA formation and peak OA enhancement varied
in different environmental conditions. The reason for this
phenomenon might be that the properties and concentrations
of VOC precursors in Beijing urban air are different from those
under other environmental conditions. The concentrations of
VOCs may play an important role in SOA formation.22 It
turned out that the OA enhancement in Beijing was quite a bit
larger than that in LA urban air and reached similar level of that
in Tunnel air. As we mentioned earlier, the level of OA
enhancement might still be underestimated due to the possible
inlet loss of LVOCs in this study. The VOC concentrations
from the tunnel experiment may be the highest, as inferred
from the fact that it was performed during heavy traffic periods
and in view of the poor ventilation in the tunnel. Higher OA
enhancement was observed in the Beijing urban area than in
LA; therefore, we suppose that the higher VOC concentrations
in Beijing than LA would be the main reason. Although the
detailed VOC concentrations in the Beijing urban area were not
measured or available from the literature during the observation

Table 1. Experimental Conditions and Results of SOA Formation at Different Pollution Levels

exp.
no. date and time

prevailing
wind

direction

wind
speed
(m/s)

avg. bypass
OA (μg/m3)

avg. ambient
PM2.5 (μg/m

3)

avg. bypass
benzene
(ppbv)

peak of OA
enhancement (μg/

m3)
optimum ambient

exposure time (days)

1 2017.03.16/ 09:00−17:00 southwest 1−2 10.1 ± 2.0 134 ± 10 1.54 ± 0.24 30.2 4.2
2 2017.03.17/ 09:00−13:00 south 1−2 9.3 ± 1.6 120 ± 4 1.07 ± 0.21 20.8 4.0
3 2017.03.21/ 09:00−14:00 south 1−2 8.9 ± 1.1 99 ± 8 0.49 ± 0.09 7.1 2.5

Figure 3. Normalized enhancement of OA, sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium as a function of the ambient exposure time with decreasing pollution
levels in experiment nos. 1−3.

Table 2. Optimum Ambient Exposure Time and Maximum
SOA Formation Reported in Previous Studies and the
Experimental Results in This Study

object
ambient exposure time with the
maximum SOA formation (days)

peak of OA
enhancement (μg/

m3)

LA Urban air13 0.8−6 ∼20
pine forest air23 0.4−1.5 ∼3
tunnel air29 2−3a ∼40
Beijing urban air
(this study)

2−4 ∼30

aOH exposure corrected by Ortega13 using the OH exposure
estimation model of Peng.34
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period, higher VOC concentrations in Beijing than in LA could
be speculated according to previous studies, which are listed in
the SI (see Figure S7).35−38

Besides their concentration, the reactivity of VOCs may also
affect SOA formation. For example, MBO (2-methyl-3-buten-2-
ol), methanol and monoterpenes were the most abundant
VOCs in a pine forest.23 The VOCs in the tunnel experiment
were emitted by vehicles, with high concentrations of alkanes,
alkenes and aromatic hydrocarbons.29 These species also
comprised the typical urban VOCs.7,39,40 Therefore, the OH
reactivity of precursors should be considered to be an
important factor that affects the optimum ambient exposure
time under different environmental conditions. Monoterpenes
and other biogenic VOCs, with C−C double bonds, have
higher OH activity than alkanes. High concentrations of
biogenic VOCs led to higher OH activity in pine forest air than
in urban air and resulted in a lower optimum ambient exposure
time. Similar optimum ambient exposure time was observed in
Beijing as that in LA urban air and tunnel air, indicating a
significant contribution of traffic emission to the VOCs in the
Beijing urban area.
The Van Krevelen diagram of the entire observation period is

shown in Figure 4. The ranges of the O/C and H/C ratios were

0.3−1.4 and 1.2−2, respectively. The OSc and O/C ratios of
organic aerosol in the active reactor increased with OH
exposure time, while the H/C ratio decreased with OH
exposure time. Similar change trends of these ratios in the
bypass and active reactor implied that SOA produced in the
active reactor had similar compositions to those of SOA in the
ambient atmosphere. In addition, SI Figure S8 shows the results
of O/C ratio, H/C ratio and OSc as a function of
photochemical age. Their change trends are consistent with
the results of the observation in the LA area.13 The maximum
OSc in this study is smaller than that in the LA area, which
could have resulted from the relatively shorter photochemical
age and also the higher concentrations of OA and VOCs of this
study. The H/C ratio of ambient aerosol was close to 2,
corresponding to alkenes or cycloalkanes, and this might be
ascribed to fresh POA emission.41

Atmospheric Implications. This study investigated the
SOA formation of Beijing urban ambient air using an OFR.
Considering the complicated chemical compositions and

characteristics of VOCs in urban environmental air, the OFR
could be employed as a useful tool to characterize VOC
pollution, since SOA formation increased with increasing VOC
concentrations. In the Beijing urban environment, the OA
enhancement is relatively higher than similar urban environ-
ments in developed countries. It was assumed that this
difference resulted from the higher concentrations of VOCs
in Beijing urban air than in other areas. Compared to relatively
less-polluted days, the ambient OA is relatively hard to oxidize
into the regime where fragmentation dominates, and rarely
resulted in a mass decrease with similar exposure time under
the severe pollution conditions in Beijing. These results
suggested that under polluted ambient conditions, high
concentrations of VOC precursors might contribute to
sustained organic aerosol (OA) growth and the long duration
haze events in Beijing.
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